Science with the Kec:k Telescope
By counting

by S. George IDjorgovski

This may be the
deepest visible-light
image ever obtaineda portion of a field
from a visible-light
deep-galaxy survey
being undertaken at
the Keck Telescope
by Caltech astronomers. Virtually every
dot you see here is a
galaxy. The complete
image, which covers
an area of sky about
one-fifteenth that of
the full moon, con·
tains about 6,000
galaxies.

Wonderful things are happening in astronomy
today, and the Keck Telescope is right in the
thick of them. \Xlith its 10-meter-diameter primary mirror, it is the largest optical telescope in
the world. The Keck is a joint venture between
the University of California, Caltech, and the
University of Hawaii, and is located in an
astronomical preserve on the summit of Mauna
Kea, Hawaii. A second Keck Telescope is now
under construction there, thanks to the continued
generosity of the \V. M. Keck Foundation.
Before I describe what we're doing with lhe
Keck, let's begin with a quick summary of the
universe as we know it. Our star the sun, the
earth, eight other major planets, and lots of
moons, comets, and assorted other things form
our solar system. The sun and about a hundred
billion other stars, along with some gas and so
on, form our galaxy-the Milky \Vay. Gala.'Cies
like to come in groups and clusters-for example,
Andromeda, also known as M31; the Milkv Way
and its satellite galaxies, which include the
Magellanic Clouds; and other galaxies form
what's called the Local Group. Groups and
clusters tend to agglomerate into superclusters,
which are the largest structures we know. The
center of the Local Supercluster, of which we are
a member, is about 50 million light-years away
in the Virgo Cluster. (A light-year is the distance
that light travels in a year, about 5.88 trillion
miles.) The light now reaching us trom the outskirts of the Local Supercluster started on its way
more than 70 million years ago, when dinosaurs
were still walking the earth.
Let me try to illustrate these distances.

galaxies according to their color
and apparent
brightness in these
deep, deep reaches
of the universe,
we can actlfally
test models of
cosmology.

Imagine that you shrank the earth down to a
small grain of sand, about one one-hundredth
of an inch in diameter. Then the sun would be
an Inch across ;.cnd five feet away, and the ,;olar
system would be about a fifth of a mile across.
The nearest "lar ",/Ould be 3.boU( 260 miles awav,
almost all the '.Y3.y ro San Francisco, 3.nd our galaxy would be six million miles across. The next
nearest galaxy would be 40 mIllion miles awav
At lhls POInt, you beglll to lose scale, even with
this model-the nearest cluster would be tuur
billion miles ..tway. and the size of the observable
universe would be a mUron miles. If you were
to nde a taXi .l.cross it J.t five dollars per mile, vou
could payoff the national debt.
Observational ~osmology-the study of the
universe de IJ.rge-began in the 1910s, when
Edwin Hubble. the Pasadena astronomer tor
whom the Space Telescope is named, discovered
that he I.auld see lUdividual st3.CS pulsating in the
Andromeda Nebula, as it was (hen called. Such
stars, L:tlled Cepheid variables. had been studied
in the Mi.lkv \XI dy. and their pulsanon rate was
known LO depend upon their brightness. Hubble
figured \Jut I rom the apparent brightness of those
within Andromeda that they were very, very
dist:am; thev ~.'ere so faint that, if Andromeda
contained chern, it must be a gala.xy just like our
own. Unnl (hen, it hadn't been clear what these
nebulae were. Were they clouds of gas in the
Milky \Ylay) "{[as the Milky \Vay the entire
universe? Hubble's discovery made the universe
much, much larger than people had supposed.
This was a big discovery all right, but it pales
beside his next one. Several astronomers, espe-
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lSelo'~'V: Edwin Hubble
at the Mouni Wilson
ObsE,rvaiory's 100·
inch ielescope.
Right: As the universe
expalnds, the galaxies
withiin it move away
from us. The universe
is expanding every·
whel'e at once, so
mOrE! distant galaxies
appe!ar to be moving
awal' faster than near·
by 011es because
iherE,'s more of the
expa,nding universe
beillllreen us and ihe
farther galaxies. Thus
measuring the appar·
ent ~relocii:y of a gal.
axy !~ives its relative
disialnce. (These distanc,es must be calibrated against things
whose distances we
know', but that's
another story.)

At some tim" t,:
Earth

alaXYl

~

Galaxy 2

At some later time t.:

Earth
Galaxy 2

cially Vesto Melvin Slipher, had found that those
nebulae were moving away from us at different
speeds. Hubble and his colleague Milton Humason, using the 100-inch telescope at the Mount
Wilson Observatory, discovered that the farther
away a galaxy seemed to be, the faster it was
receding. Hubble's interpretation of that observational fact was that the universe as a whole was
expanding and carrying the galaxies with it, as
shown in the diagram above. If you look at two
galaxies, and then look again later, each galaxy's
apparent velocity will be its change in distance
divided by the time between looks. Galaxy
number two--the more distant one-will have
moved farther away, relatively speaking, than
galaxy one, and so will appear to be moving away
faster. You can simulate the expanding universe
with the surface of a balloon. As the balloon
inflates, every point on its surface gets farther
away from every other point, and the farther
away they are, the faster they move apart. You
can continue this until infinity, or, in the case
of the simulation, until the so-called "little bang"
comes into play.
One can hardly make a bigger discovery.
Some years earlier, Albert Einstein had developed
his general theory of relativity, and he had had to
introduce a fudge factor in it-the so-called
cosmological constant-in order to prevent the
universe from expanding. (At that time, everyone assumed it was static.) When Einstein visited Pasadena in the 1930s, Hubble took him to
Mount \Vilson and showed him the fleeing
galaxies. Einstein was vety impressed. He later
said that the cosmological constant was the big-
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Right: This fan·shal~ed
slice of the universe80 degrees wide blr
1.5 degrees thick-·
contains 3,754 galaxies, and is part of a
mapping project by
Stephen Shectman
and Stephen Landy at
the Carnegie Observa·
tories. (We're whelre
the fan's hinge wotlld
be.) The entire malP
to date contains sb{
slices and some
26,000 galaxies. This
plot assumes that lthe
Hubble constant (a
measure of how fa!.t
the universe is
expanding) is 50,
making the farthest
galaxies in the sunfey
2.6 billion light-years
away.

Astronomers
measure the relative intensity of
light with a
perverse system
called magnitude,
and the reason we
do this is twofold:
one is to keep
physicists out of
the fold, and the
other is to torture
astronomy students with homework problems.

gest blunder of his life. Einstein was a pretty
good theoretical physicist, but he failed to make
the greatest prediction of his career-that the
universe is expanding.
The discovery that the distance to a galaxy
is proportional to its apparent velocity is now
known as Hubble's law, and it is fundamental
to cosmology. We need to measure the distances
to galaxies in order to figure out many of their
important quantities, such as luminosity, age,
diameter, and mass. But distances are very hard
to measure. On the other hand, velocities are
relatively easy to measure from the so-called
Doppler shift, or redshift. As a source of light
moves away from us, the light actually stretches,
and its wavelength gets longer. Thus its color
shifts toward the red-which has longer wave··
lengths-and, the faster the source is moving,
the larger the shift. Starlight can be broken
down into patterns of spectroscopic lines-specific wavelengths that are absorbed or emitted by
various chemical elements. People have measured
these emission and absorption lines in labs here
on earth, so we know exactly at what wavelengths
the lines occur. Thus, when the light from a
distant gala..xy displays a known spectral pattern
but at a set of wavelengths different from whar
we have observed in the lab, we can measure hov.r
much the light has been shifted. This gives us a
proxy for how far away the source is, so thaI, by
measuring the velocities of galaxies one by one,
we can SIart to map the universe. Amazing
structures are revealed-filaments composed of
many thousands of galaxies enclosing voids a
couple of hundred million light-years across.
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Billion Light-Years

About 100 billion galaxies are estimated to exist
in .. he universe, and that's just a lower limit
extrapolated from v!hat we can see.
There is :mother thing I have to introduce,
and that's the so-<.-alled magmtude scale. Astronomers measure the relative intensity of light with
a perverse system called magnitude, and lhe reason we do this is twofold: one is to keep physiciSIS out of the field, and the other is to torture
astronomy students with homework problems.
The magnitude scale was introduced by ancient
Greeks, who said that the brightest stars are first
magnitude, and the faintest ones you can see with
the naked eye are sixth magnitude. The system
was quantified in the 19th cenrury. and now each
magnitude is the fifth root of 100-aboUI two
and a half times--dimmer than the preceding
one. Tbe faintest objects we can detect with
Palomar's 200-inch telescope are about 25th
magnitude. (That's equivalent to a 25-watt
light bulb -the kind you find in your ovenseen from a million kilometers av!ay.) The Keck
Telescope can see objects 20 to 50 times fainter.
You need to collect lots of light in order to detect
things so very faint, and that's why we need big
telescopes. George Ellery Hale, the founding
father ofMoum \Ylilson, Palomar, and Caltech
always wanted more and more light. Hale would
be proud of the Keck Telescope.
The Keck is a revolutionary design. Instead of
making one huge mirror, which is no end of pain,
Jerry Nelson (BS '65), now a professor at DC
Santa Cruz, decided to make 36 smaller pieces of
mirror-a much easier job-then cut them imo
hex:lgons and combine them to make the surface
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Above: The Keck
Telescope. Incoming
starlight (1) bounces
off the primary mirror
toward the secondary
mirror (2), and thence
to the tertiary mirror
(3). The light can
then go to large
instruments on the
Nasmyth deck (4),
or to smaller instruments behind the
primary mirror at the
Cassegrain focus (5).
Right: An individual
mirror segment before
becoming a mirror.
Note the complex
support structure,
which helps it maintain its shape in the
telescope.
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of a single mirror. Each segment is six feet in
diagonal diameter, so a taller person could just
sprawl across one. (We do not allow that co
happen.) Each segment is precisely polished and
bent into exactly the right shape, and sensors at
the edges of the segments maintain the ir relative
positions regard less of how the telescope ti lts.
The mirror is so smooth that if it were the diameter of the earth, its nonuniformities would be less
than three feet in height, and the segments would
be aligned to within twO or three inches. (For a
full description of t he making and the workings
of the Keck Telescope, see E&S, Winter '92.)
With a big telescope, everything else gets big,
too. The light beams are wide due to the mirror's
diameter, so the instruments are large. One,
called the HIRES (for high-resolution) spectrograph, is the size of a two-car garage. It's so big
that we can't hang it from the back of the telescope, like you would a camera. It has to sit on
a special platform, called the Nasmyth deck, that
we shunt the light to. And big th.ings cost big
money. Even observing time is expensive. The
cost of building and operating rhe telescope p rorated over its lifetime comes out to roughly a
dollar per second every night, whether it's cloudy
or not. J once suggested that we install a little
meter in the control room, rigged so that if something went wrong the meter would start running,
and we could see how much money we're
wasting. That's probably nor such a good
idea, but in any case it's very expensive science.
So what are we doing with the biggest telescope on earth? As you know, the fragmented
comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 struck Jupiter as a spec-
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racular firework in]uly 1994. (See E&S, Fall
'93.) A collaboration led by Imke de Parer and
James Graham, both ofUe Berkeley, was standing by with Caltech's Near-Infrared Camera.
And wouldn't YOLI know it- it was cloudy and,
as the predicted moment of the first impact
approached, all present were tearing their hair
Ollt. Bur at the very last instanr, the clouds parted, and wonderful data came in. On the opposite
page is a picture of the glowing impact sites.
The kinetic energy from JUSt one of the larger
fragments was equivalent to thousands of global
the rmonuclea r wars in a single go. If one were
to hit planet earth, it could ruin your whole day.
From this event, astronomers have learned a great
deal about the chemistry of Jupiter's atmosphere
and the physics oflarge impacts. Since it's perfectly possible that something big will hit us at
some point, this is obviously an important thing
to study.
Now let's leap all the way out to the edge of
the universe and try to see the faintest objects
we can possibly see. That may sOllnd trite, but
it's actually very good science. We turn the telescope on some relatively blank patches of sky and
look for a long time to collect as much light as
we possibly can, and then we classify and count
the objects we see. Such surveys have been done
with other telescopes at visible wavelengths, but
the infrared isn't so well explored. Besides, the
bulk of emitted energy from t he most distant
galaxies has been redshifted to the infrared by
the time it gets to us, and the Keck is the world's
bes t telescope for infrared astronomy, so it was
an obvious t hi ng to do. We've looked in several

•
Below: Seven pictures
of a battered Jupiter,
taken at different
wavelengths of infra·
red light. The five
glowing spots in a line
in the southern hemi·
sphere are the heat
plumes generated by
the impacts of (from
left) comet fragments
H, Q1, H, D and G
(which hit one Jupiter
day apart in the same
spot), and L.
Right: Long, long ago
in an infrared galaxy
far, far away ...
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widely separated directions, to try to choose random, representative samples of the universe.
One such sample is the photo at left, which
is probably the deepest infrared image of the
sky ever obtained. It's a very tiny portion of
sky-less than an arc minute in angular diameter. There may be a couple of stars in it, but
most of t he objects you see are very distant
galaxies. We don't know how far away they are
yet, but we're certainly going to try to find out.
This survey is the work of a number of Cal tech
people: Roger Blandford, rhe Tolman Professor of
Theoretical Astrophysics; Professor of Astronomy
Judirh Cohen (MS '69, PhD '71); Gerry Neugebauer (PhD '60), rhe Hughes Professor and
professor of physics; Professor of Physics Tom
Soifer (BS '68); me; Member of rhe Professional
Sraff Keirh Marrhews (BS '62); and grad studenrs
David Hogg, James Larkin , and Mike Pahre.
(These folks also provided mosr of rhe picrures I'll
show you.) It has probed the very faintest limits
ever reached . Its dimmest inftared observations,
translated into visible lig ht, would be about 28th
or 29th magnitude-much fainter than that 25watt light bulb a million kilometers away.
By connting galaxies according to their color
and apparent brightness in these deep, deep
reaches of the universe, we can actually test models of cosmology. Such counts can help answer
twO important questions: First, will the universe
expand forever, or will it ultimately recollapse?
A universe dense enough to recollapse will
expand more slowly, due to its greater gravity;
thus, it will occupy a smaller volume, and contain fewer galaxies to be counted. Second, how
do galaxies evolve' Looking billions of lighryeats away is equivalent to looking billions of
years back into the past-we see the galaxies as
they were when they emitted that light billions
of years ago. Galaxies were generally brighter
in the past, because they were then in an intense
period of star formation and so were full of hot,
young stars; the more star formation was going
on, the brighter they were. Brighter objects can
be seen at larger distances, so we can see more of
them. Thus, the earlier galaxies evolved in the
history of the universe, the more of them we
should sec at great distances. On the other hand ,
galaxies can collide and merge, so their numbers
can decrease over intermediate timescales.
Detailed modeling of tbe galaxy counts we
observe can be used to disentangle these effects.
As we look in a given wavelength at ever more
distant galaxies, we see lig ht that was originally
emitted from them at ever shorter wavelengths,
due to the cosmological redshift. The effects of
star formation are more prominent at the shorter
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Above: This swatch of
Madras plaid is actually a false-color LRIS
m ulti-slit spectrum.
Each horizontal band
is a section of the
spectrum from a
different piece of
the sky. The vertical
stripes are the back·
ground spectrum from
the night sky, and the
thin horizontal streaks
in the t op t hree bands
and in the second and
third bands from the
bottom are the spectra of faint , distant
galaxies. The little
beads on each streak
are the galaxy's individual emission lines,
which can be used to
measure the galaxy's
redshift.
Right: 4C41.17 is the
distorted horizontal
blob in the center of

the photo.
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(bluer) wavelengths, since luminous, massive
young stars are blue. Thus, counting galaxies
seen in visible light is a process very much influenced by their star-formation histories, perhaps
confusingly so--it may be hard to distinguish
star-forming dwarf galaxies thar are relatively
nearby from quiescent giants far away. An added
complication is that the bluer wavelengths are
more sensitive co absorption by interstellar dust.
Counting galaxies in the near-infrared largely
bypasses these problems, but the on ly way to
really be sure of what you're seeing is to take
spectra. The spectral fingerprints of various classes of galaxies are quite distinctive, and, of course,
their redshifts tell you their distances. However,
you have to collect a lot more light to get a spectrum than you need to take a picture. And since
the whole point of the survey is to look at as
much of the sky as quickly as possible, we're
using the Keck to take pictures, from which
we seleer specific galaxies for follow-up spectral
studies. We do the spectrographic work using
the Low-Resolution Imaging Spectrograph
(LRJS), an instrument that Cohen and Professor
of Astronomy, Emeritus,]. Beverley Oke built
at Caltech for tbe Keek.
It is, however, still useful to do deep galaxy
surveys in visible light, as it complements the
information t hat's obtained in the infrared . Such
a survey is being done by Professor of Astro'nomy
Shrinivas K ulkarni and Cohen, along with grad
students Hogg and Lin Yan, and then-postdoc
Ian Smail, now in England . The phoro at the
beginning of this article is a segment of one of
their survey pictures, which they obtained by
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using the LRIS in its imaging mode. (With
the LRIS, one gets either pictures or spectra,
so, again, specific galaxies are selected from
the images fo r later spectral analysis.) These
are probably the deepest visible-ligbt images
eve r obtained, and, again, virtually everyone of
the little blobs of light is a galaxy that's probably
billions of light-years away.
J ust counting galaxies is interesting, but
we really want to know how f:'lr away rhey are.
We've now started a p roject to measure their redshifts, usi ng the LRIS in a m ul tislit mode where,
instead of measu ring distances to galaxies one by
one, we put a mask in the instrument that seleers
20 or 30 faint galaxies at once. A team of ast tonomers at U C Santa Cruz plans to build an instrument dedicated to this purpose that will take
roughly 100 spectra at once. As far as we can
tell, the universe is pret ty much homogeneouschat is, it's the same in all directions-up to very
large scales. T here is clustering of galaxies, even
very fa int galaxies, but the deeper into space you
look, the weaker it gets. One reason for this is
chat large-scale structures need time to grow- it
takes a while for galaxies to fall together- so the
clustering signal gets fainter the further back you
look. The origins of large-scaLe structure and
clustering of galaxies are fascinating problems,
and that's one of the things we're trying to
address in this deep-sky survey.
We can also study individual galaxies that
we know are far away. At left is an infrared
image from the very first science run with the
Keck, of a radio gaJaxy-a galaxy that's also a
copious emitter of radio waves--called 4C41 .17 .
At the time, it was tbe most d istant galaxy
known. It has a reclshift of 3.80. Because an
object's redshift is a proxy for its distance, and
because light rakes a very long time indeed to
reach us from such f.:'lr-off galaxies, this redshift
is equivalent to a look-back time of 88 percent
of the age of t he universe. In other words, we're
seeing 4C41.17 as it was when the universe was
a mere 12 percent of its present age. We don 't
know how old the universe is-that's one of the
biggest questions in cosmology today- but if we
assume that the universe is about 15 billion years
old, which is our best guess at the moment, then
the light from this galaxy started toward us 12
billion years ago. T his light was al ready about
two-thirds of the way here when the solar system
formed. It's therefore possible that we are seeing
light emitted from what was then a very young
galaxy still in the process of formation .
At this point , you might well ask how we
know that the un iverse is still expanding, if our
data are 12 bill ion years old? What's happening
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Left: Two spiral galax.
ies approaching each
other on parabolic
trajectories (arrows)
distort, form a bridge,
and eventually merge.
The number in each
frame shows the time
elapsed since the
beginning of the sim·
ulation, in units of 250
million years.

Left: Radio galaxy
Centaurus A as seen
in visible light (top)
and at radio wave·
lengths (middle). The
dark band across the
center of the top photo is a thick cloud of
dust that we assume
is the byproduct of a
galactic collision.
The two views are at
the same orientation,
but not the same
scale. If we were
close enough for a
better view, the gal.
axy and its plasma
jets might look like
the bottom picture.
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back there now? And the answer is, we have to
wait another 12 billion years and look again to
find our. It's a good Cal tech thesis-------or maybe
a good tenure project, I don't know.
Since rhe universe is expanding in every direction l it may cOllle as a surprise dut galaxies like
to collide. At far left is a numerical simulation of
two galaxies that should pass by each other, but
no--they distort each other tidally, bash together, collapse, and make a single object, while vast
masses of gas sink right smack into the galactic
core. Such collisions, and even near misses, may
be what creates radio galaxies and quasars, which
are also strong sources of radio waves.
Radio gala.xies often appear misshaptn in
visible light, bur they look even stranger at radio
wavelengths. They tend (U have a small, bright
core right in the middle, flanked by twO huge
blobs of plasma-----charged particles, like electrons- spurting out in opposite directions. Most
of the galaxy's radiated energy comes from the
plasma blobs. What we believe is going on, and
those of you who bought Kip Thorne's book,
Black Hole.r & Time Warps, may recognize the
illustration, is that the radio galaxy has a massive
black hole in its belly. Gas stirred up by the collision spirals in toward the black hole, forming a
disk because it has roo much angular momentum
to fall straight in . The spiraling gas gets ionized
and accelerated into hlSt jets of plasma that, perhaps guided by a magnetic field, shoot out perpend1cular to the disk to become the radio lobes.
Quasars emit the radiant energy of a galaxy
from an object roughly the size of [he solar system. Their redshifts reveal them to be the most
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83 1253+432 (left) is
unprepossessing to
the eye, being the
faint red object above
the left-hand point of
the diamond, but a
plot of its spectrum
(below) shows something more exotic.
One axis of this plot is
velocity, and the other
is spatial distribution.
If everything associated with the galaxy
were receding from us
at the same speed, all
the data would plot to
a straight line.
Instead, we see two
lobes of gas being
ejected from the
galactic core (white
cross} in opposite
directions. One lobe
is coming toward us,
the other is heading
away from us. The
colors indicate the
signals' intensity,
which provides
information about the
mass and excitation
states of the gas.

Right : The bright
yellow spot at the
center of this image
is 3C324. The cluster
of elliptical galaxies
surrounding it include
the two red spots just
below it and the red
spot just above it.
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d istant known objeCts in the universe, and they
thus give us hints about galaxy fo rmat ion in rhe
very earliest days of the universe that we can see.
Most people believe that rhere's a quasar hidden
in every radio galaxy, and whether we see the
quasar or not depends on our viewing angle.
This is fine, beca use when the quasar is obscured,
we can study the radio galaxy, which the quasar
would otherwise outshine.
H igh-redshift radio galaxies may look peculiar, but at least we can sec th em- they're the
most d istant galaxies known. They give us some
glimpse of what galaxies in the early universe
might look like. This thing at left, known by
the romantic name ofB 3 1253 +432, has a
tedshift of2.33, wh ich means that the look-back
time is 80 percent of the way to the Big Bang.
B3 1.253 +432 doesn 't look too impressive, bur
its spectrum showed something truly spectacular,
as shown in rhe lower image. This galaxy seems
to be ejeering vast masses of ionized hydrogen
at speeds of a couple thousand kilometers per
second, which is about as fast as we've ever seen .
We don't understand such phenomena very well,
but it shows you the power of the Keck, both
in infrared imag ing and in optical spectroscopy,
[Q swdy such systems.
Above is anocher radio galaxy, also known
from previous studies, called 3C324 . Ir has a redshifr of 1.21, which is a look-back time of about
65 petcent of the way to the Big Bang. Ma rk
Dickinson from the Space Telescope Science
Insriture, H y Spinrad from Berkeley, and col leagues used the Keck to find that 3C324 is
surrounded by what appears co be a cluster of

Above: The brightest
two objects in the
middle of this photo
are a pair of quasars
as seen in visible
light.
Right: Some of the
objects around the
quasar pair weren't
very bright in visible
light, but stand out
more prominently in
this infrared image.
These infrared·bright
galaxies could be
elliptical galaxies in
a cluster associated
with the quasar pair.
Left: Quasar Parkes
1614+051 is the large
yellow blob in the
center of this picture.
The red dot above and
to the left of the quasar is a previously
discovered active
galaxy. The green dot
midway between the
two, however, is a
newfound companion
galaxy. Analysis of
its spectral data is
still under way, but
preliminary results
hint that the compan·
ion galaxy is at the
same distance as the
quasar and the active
galaxy, indicating that
they may all belong to
a compact group of
galaxies.

relatively norma l elliptical galaxies. This is
a major find, because it will probably prove [0
be one of rhe most dis[am clusters known. T he
researchers recemly obtained spectra of it wirh
the Keck, and have measured some of the disranees, but th e work hasn 't bten published yet.
We're also studying several known pairs
of quasars. We're doing chi s for twO reasons.
One is to better und erstand what makes quasars
"q uase"-in order to product a quasar's stupendous amoum of energy, a great deal of material
would have to be dumped into thar black hole.
The other is rhat, since galax ies like to cluster,
wherever we see a quasar pair, there may be ocher,
relatively normal galaxies lurking nearby. T he
pictures above show twO separate quasars at a
redshifr of l. 35-68 pe rcenr of rhe look-back
time-and they also seem to be surrounded by
a cluster of normal, reddish-colored galaxies.
We would dearly like to measure the distances
to the red galaxies, but we si mply haven't had
the chance to do so yet. This could be the most
distanr cluster known, if it pans out. Clusters of
galaxies are good because they gi ve you a whole
selection of galaxies at the sa me ci isCJnce, which
you can compare to clusters nearby. This can tell
you a lot about the way in which galaxies evolve.
Another known quasar, called Parkes
16 14 +051 , si ts next to an ac ti ve galaxy (an
otherwise normal galaxy th at has a brighter-thannormal core) at the same d isrance. T hey have
a redshifr of 3.2 1, or a look-back rime of86 percent of the way to the Big Bang. Th is mig ht be
a whole compact group of galaxies, perhaps st ill
forming.
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Below: Gravitational
lensing can cause an
observer to see two
images of a single
distant quasar.
(You can see this was
drawn especially for
the Keck Telescope. )

gravitational bending of light rovs

\

lfK
Top: The thing that
looks like a water
molecule is a quasar
pair named UM 425.
One quasar is the
oxygen atom; the
other quasar is the
right-hand hydrogen
atom. This is the
view from the European Southern
Observatory's 3.6meter telescope at
optical wavelengths.
Middle: The 10·meter
Keck's·eye view of
the same quasar pair,
also at optical wavelengths, unveils two
fainter companions,
one of which was sort
of visible before (but
only if you knew to
look for it).
Bottom: In the Keck's
infrared view, the pair
on the left side
becomes a three·
some, the big quasar
acquires two close
attendants, and the
little quasar gets a
buddy of its own.
Note that the brighter
light sources morph
into six-sided objects
in the Keck imagesan inheritance of the
telescope's hexagonal
mirror segments. Thus
every star is a Star of
David at the Keck.
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H ere's an example of just how much better
you can study such systems with the Keck. T he
top left picture is ofUM 425, a known quasar
pair at a redshift of 1.46, raken with the European Southern Observatory's 3.6-meter telescope.
Below it is the same pair as seen by the Keck.
The Keck has revealed a lot of fea t ures that
couldn't be seen before. We've taken these
quasars' spectra, and tbey're noticeably different,
so the quasars are probably interacting, perhaps
in a compact g roup of galaxies. T he real surprise
came when we took an infrared image (bottom),
revealing a whole set of new infrared galaxies that
are probably at redshifts sim ilar to that of the twO
quasars-70 percent of the look-back time to the
Big Bang. The sharpness of these images is
unprecedented.
Another strange astrophysical phenomenon
we can look at is gravitational lensing . One of
the consequences of Einstein's theory of general
relativi ty is that a gravitational field will bend
[he paths of light rays; indeed, that's how the
theory was originally tested. Now, suppose
there's a distant quasar in the background, and
there's a galaxy, or a cluster of galaxies, in the
foreground . As shown in the diagram above,
the light rays from the quasar will be bent by
tbe foreground gravitational field, and instead
of missing the earth, will fall into the telescope.
The observer can extrapolate the diverging light
rays backward, and should see two images instead
of one. (Actually, it wouldn 't have to be twO
images--depending on the geometry of the
situation, it could be fOLlr images, or five, or segments of a ring, or even a complete ring.) The

Below: The Cloverleaf
lens, as see by t h e
Keck.

Below: BRI 1202·0725,
as seen by the HIRC.
The green circle
marks the faint fore·
ground galaxy that's
imprint ing absorption
lines on the quasar's
spectrum.
Left: An early picture
from the Keck's NIRC
(top) resolved IRAS
10214+4724 into a
multiple source, seen
better in this zoom-in
(center). A newer
NIRC image (bottom)
dissects the object
into a point source
and an arc-a telltale
mark of a gravitation.
al lens. The seeing
in the two images has
sharpened from 0.8 to
0.4 arc seconds due
to improvements in
mirror alignment.

first extragalactic example of this phenomenon
was discovered in 1979, but it was aCtually predicted in the 1930s by an eccemric genius at
Caltcch, Fritz Zwicky, who made many other
funda mental discoveries and predictions.
The Keck turns out to be a wonderful machine
to check on gravitational lenses. Having a large
telescope tbat gathers lots of light is good, but
there's another important facror, and thar's image
quality. Tmages are blurred by the earth's atmosphere, most of which lies at altitudes below the
Keck; therefore, the telescope's image quality is
superb. This image shows a previously known
lens called the Cloverleaf, for obvious reasons.
The Cloverleaf is about an arc second wide. T ypical seeing at Palomar, which is about as good as
you're going to get anywhere in the continental
United States, is one or two arc seconds, so you'd
JUSt see a litrle sq uare blob. The Keck can distinguish between objects that are 0.3 arc seconds
apart, which is fa mastic. To give you an idea,
0. 3 arc seconds is roughly what a clime would
look like from five miles away.
But the important thing about gravitational
lenses is that they really are lenses. Because YOll
can use a gravitational lens [Q help you see farther
than you could otherwise, you can think of it as
an atrachmenr you put in front of the telescope.
(And if you thought that a hundred mill ion
dollars was expensive for a telescope, think how
much it would cost to buy a cluster of galaxies~)
So lIsing gravitational telescopes in combi nation
with the power of the Keck can teach us about
ever more disrant galaxies.
Tb is leads us to what was once bel ieved

to be the most luminous object in the universe.
It's called IRAS 1021 4+4724, but nobody knew
what it was, or why it appeared (Q be as bright as
50,000 Milk y Way galaxies-500 ttillion times
more luminous than our sun. One of the first
images from the Keck Near-Infrared Camera
resolved it into a nice set of components, including something that kind of looked like an arc.
\Xlhen people saw this, they began (Q mumble,
"gravitational le ns, g ravitational lens." Recently,
James Graham and his collaborators obtained
superb images, including the Olle at bottOm left,
with the Near-Infrared Camera, which indeed
shows a poine sou rce and an arc. So this object,
which launched dozens of papers proposing
theories to explain how it could be so fanrasticall y
luminous, [LJfIlS out to be yet another gravitational lens. Subsequent observations by the Hubble
Space Telescope have confi rmed the Keck result.
The infrared sky is a whole new sky-a lot
of wonderful new scuff is showing lip. A year
or so ago, we looked at the second most distant
quasar known, BRr 1202-0725, with the NearInfrared Camera, and a faint infrared galaxy
showed up nearby. L'lSt winter Wallace Sargent,
the Bowen Professor of Astronomy , and postdocs
Limin Lu and Donna Womble obtained the
quasar's spectrum and discovered that it shows
absorption lines due to a foreground galaxy at
a tedshift of 4.4. Tbe infrated galaxy could well
be thar absorber- ir's faint enough to be that distant. A group at the European Somhern Observatory recently obtained more data and essentially
proposed the same thing. If confirmed, this infrared galaxy would then be the most distant galaxy
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Right: The upper
spectrum, of quasar
Q 0000~263, was
gathered at the five·
meter Hale Telescope
at Palomar in 50
minutes. (Data from
Sargent, Steidel, and
Boksenberg, 1989.)
The lower one, of the
same quasar, took the
Keck HIRES only four
times longer to col·
lect but has a 45·fold
increase in resolution.
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Below: Kecks I (white
dome) and II {primer·
red dome}. I used to
tell visitors that the
infrared telescope
lived in a special red
dome, but it's since
been painted white.

known, other than rhe quasars themselves.
There's a great deal of work being done on
qU<L<;ar absorption lines at the Keck. If you look
toward a quasar, your line of sight might pass
through a cloud of gas, which might be associated with a galaxy. Then, superimposed on rhe
quasar's speCtrurn, you would see absorptions due
to that gas. Multiply this by the many thousands
of gas clouds that Iie between YOll and a f..'lr distant quasar, and YOll have one humongously complex specrrurn. The Keck Telescope coupled
with the H IRES instrument is now the preeminent (001 for studying intergalactic gas, because
the Keck's great I ight-gathering power and tile
H IRES's superior spectrographic capabi lity
provide much more detailed speCtra per unit
of observing rime.
\'{Ihat of the future? Eighty-five meters away
from the Keck Telescope stancls Keck II, which is
almost finished. It should see firsr lighr this winrer, and we hope to start doing science with ir
nex t autumn, or maybe even sooner. l t was bu il t
LInder budget and ahead of schedule. The second
Keck will be opeimized for infrared astronomy,
which means doing some excra litde thi ngs, like
coaeing [he mirrors wit h silver rather (han aluminum to make them more reflective to infra red
lighc
Of course, ie's nice to have twO telescopes
instead of one, but the plan is to combine light
from the (wo Kecks in an interferometer. T he
idea is to observe an objen with both telescopes
at once and combine [he lig ht into one signal
with a precision of a few pa res in a hundred
billion or so--a small franion of a wavelength .
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What adaptive optics
can do for you. In this
simulation, the object
being observed (top,
center) is a protoplan.
etary disk-an embryo
onic solar system.
The disk, which we're
seeing face·on, surrounds a young, sun·
like star 140 parsecs
away from us. The
star's light has swept
away all the gas and
dust out to the radius
of Earth's orbit, allow·
ing the star to shine
forth from the cleared
area while planets
continue to form in
the remaining part of
the disk. The bottom
left panel shows how
this star might look to
the Keck in its current
state. The center
panel shows how
adaptive optics
should sharpen the
image, and the right
panel shows what one
might see with two
Kecks and four small
telescopes. (Such
outrigger telescopes
would provide addi·
tional information
over baselines other
than the one connect·
ing the two Kecks.)

This doesn't mean you see any deeper, because
you only get as much light :is hits the nvo mirrors, bur you achieve an ilbility to discriminate
angular separations between objects that's equivalent to having an 85-meter-diametcr telescopethe distance between the two mirrors. And ~ee
ing objects that are very dose together can be
used to confirm that planets exist around other
stars and that our solar sy~tem is not unique,
which is one of the major goals in astrophysics
today. This is why the NASA planetary community has become a partner in the second Keck.
But there's something else we have to do
before ~we can start doing imerferometry. Light
gets smeared and blurred as it passes through the
eanh's turbulent atmosphere, so we can't see
quite as lar or as sharply as we would if thettmosphere weren't in the wav. Many people are
working on a new technology, called adapt! ve
optics, that allows us to probe the atmosphere
by using a bright star nen co the object we're
studying. (If there isn't star handy, some other
observatories shine a laser beam skyward.
Roughly 100 kilometers up, in the upper troposphere, the beam reflects trom a sodium layerdetritus trom meteors that burned up in the
atmosphere-and generates a fake "star." ALthough still visible to the lelescope after a 200kilometer round trip, the ourgoing beam can'l be
seen by anyone standing even a few hundred feet
from the dome.) We know that the light from
the bright star (or the laser) slarts our with 1(S
rays pertectly parallel, so we can measure how
the light was distOrted by the atmosphere. This
information is sent to a small adjustable mirror

that move" w compensate for the distortion and
take om the blur. In other words, adaptive-optics
technologv cmtwinklEs the stars and makES them
as sharp and steady as seen by the Hubble Space
TElescope. W ('re JUSt bEginning to de~ign an
adaptivE-Oplics system for Keck II, and we hope
evemuallv LO have one for Keck I as well. Then
,ve 'vill be d.ole CO combine the light in interferometer fashlO11 LO xhleve the best possible resolulion the tele~c()Fe~ are capable of. The farther
apart you put '~")ur telescopes, the more difficult
it gelS to do lllu:nerometry. \Y/e don't really
know hm'/ l1:1rd it will bE to make it '-'lOrk over an
85-meter baseline, It, going to take a great deal
of hard work, but chere are no insurmountable
tEcnnieJ obsude~.
[hE ~imulatioll at left shows what one might
expect LU ,CL ,\,jth one Keck and adaptive optics
(lett box), <llld with two Kecks and adaptive
OptICS (cenLer hox). (Ii we were to then add four
smaller telescope', and observe for a few nights
to i)ilher mort: iight, we might see something
like what'" ,!:;mvn in the right box.) Once the
adapnve oplic' 1fe working, the Keck will be
compecitivt' with the Space Telescope in sharpness of \,i51011, J.t least at infrared wavelengths
\which the -ir:K'e felescope does not observe),
and probablY ~3t a very minor fraction of the cost
of rhe Space Tele'cope, This is where the future
lies, I Lhink -ill [he adaptive-optics revolution,
in :emovillg the Jetrimental effects of the earth's
atmosphere. It's much cheaper than putting
telescopes 011 the moon, and who knows what
'Nonderful JisLllVeries still await us? C
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